People tend to be biased by outcome knowledge when looking back on events. This phenomenon is known as hindsight bias. Clinical intuition and theoretical accounts of affect-regulatory functions of hindsight bias suggest a link between hindsight bias and depression, but empirical evidence is scarce. In two experiments, participants with varying levels of depressive symptoms imagined themselves in everyday scenarios that ended positively or negatively and completed hindsight and affect measures. Participants with higher levels of depression judged negative outcomes, but not positive outcomes, as more foreseeable and more inevitable in hindsight. For negative outcomes, they also misremembered prior expectations as more negative than they initially were. This memory hindsight bias was accompanied by disappointment, suggesting a relation to affect-regulatory malfunction. We propose that "depressive hindsight bias" indicates a negative schema of the past and that it sustains negative biases in depression.
Empirical Article
Knowing how an event turned out makes it difficult to reconstruct one's prior prognosis. Specifically, we overestimate in hindsight what we predicted in foresight regarding outcomes of, for example, football matches (Roese & Maniar, 1997) , elections (Blank, Fischer, & Erdfelder, 2003) , medical assessments (Arkes, 2013) , scientific studies (Slovic & Fischhoff, 1977) , or romantic dates (Carli, 1999) . This phenomenon is known as hindsight bias (for a review, see Roese & Vohs, 2012) . The cognitive processes involved in hindsight bias are well understood, but little is known about its role in affective self-regulation and depression. Did I see the accident coming? Did I know all along that my application would not be successful? Was my marriage likely to be happy, or were the chances not too good to begin with? How we look back on our personal past may be biased by how we experience and judge the present. In turn, the way we look back on our past may influence how we presently feel and will thus have consequences for emotional wellbeing. Cognitive biases are a core symptom of depression and result from the activation of negative schemata (e.g., Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979) . In the research reported in this article, we investigated how individual differences in hindsight bias are related to depressive symptoms. We show that hindsight bias is a core characteristic of depressive cognition, and we will argue that it may constitute a mechanism that corroborates negative schemata. Before introducing our studies, we review different manifestations of hindsight bias and discuss their role in affect and depression.
Hindsight Bias
Hindsight bias encompasses three dissociable manifestations: foreseeability impressions, inevitability impressions, and memory hindsight bias (Blank, Nestler, von Collani, & Fischer, 2008; Roese & Vohs, 2012) . Foreseeability impressions occur when we think that we knew all along how events would turn out, or that we could have predicted certain outcomes, for example, stock developments (Louie, 1999) or a nuclear power plant accident (Oeberst, von der Beck, & Nestler, 2014) . Foreseeability impressions refer to our own past mental states regarding the outcome ("I knew it all along"). Consequently, these judgments 712262C PXXXX10.1177/2167702617712262Groß et al.Hindsight Bias and Depression research-article2017 strongly depend on metacognitive input, such as the level of surprise (Calvillo & Gomes, 2011) .
Inevitability impressions are biased representations of the objective state or functioning of the world, after having received outcome knowledge ("It had to happen"). Outcomes seem more probable, necessary, or inevitable in hindsight (e.g., outcomes of business decisions, political strategies, and athletic competitions). A plausible causal connection of events leading to an outcome increases coherence and flow, and consequently its perceived inevitability. Or, as Roese and Vohs (2012) put it, "The better the story, the more hindsight bias" (p. 414). Although foreseeability and inevitability impressions are often aligned, they can be empirically dissociated (e.g., when the true causes of event outcomes become known only after the fact, which mitigates foreseeability impressions but boosts inevitability impressions; Blank & Nestler, 2006; Nestler, Blank, & Egloff, 2010) .
Memory hindsight bias occurs when recollections of earlier judgments are distorted by outcome knowledge. For example, a person may estimate the Berlin TV tower to be 310 meters tall, receive factual feedback (368 meters), and in a later test reconstruct the initial estimate closer to the correct solution (e.g., 320 meters; Erdfelder & Buchner, 1998; Hawkins & Hastie, 1990) . This may happen because the knowledge that forms the basis for the reconstructed judgment has been updated with the factual feedback (e.g., Hoffrage, Hertwig, & Gigerenzer, 2000; Pohl, Eisenhauer, & Hardt, 2003) . In this sense, memory hindsight bias constitutes a by-product of knowledge updating (Hoffrage et al., 2000) . Aside from cognitive explanations, motivational factors have been suggested to underlie biased memory reconstruction (e.g., the motive to appear knowledgeable); however, empirical evidence is so far weak (Hawkins & Hastie, 1990; Musch & Wagner, 2007) .
Hindsight Bias and Affect Regulation
Whether we perceive a personally relevant and negative outcome (e.g., a relationship breakup or a failed exam) as having been foreseeable or surprising may influence how we feel about the event and about ourselves. Yet, in its long research history, hindsight bias has been primarily conceived as a cognitive phenomenon. Only few articles have been concerned with a potential impact of hindsight bias on affective states, or with an affect-regulatory function of hindsight bias. These studies investigated outcomes that are personally relevant and negative, for example, a layoff (Mark & Mellor, 1991) , a failed stock purchase (Mark, Boburka, Eyssell, Cohen, & Mellor, 2003) , high cholesterol levels (Renner, 2003) , exam grades (Haslam & Jayasinghe, 1995) , a defeat of one's favorite soccer team (Tykocinski, Pick, & Kedmi, 2002) , or missing out on a sale (Blank & Peters, 2010) . According to these studies, the distortion of outcome probabilities in retrospect (i.e., hindsight bias) is related to the occurrence, intensity, and duration of affective states in several ways.
Foreseeability and regret
One way to deal with negative outcomes is to deny their foreseeability. If one did not see the outcome coming, one cannot be held responsible. Thus, the foreseeability of an outcome is a necessary precursor of regret, (self-)blame, and legal liability (see Alicke, 2000 , for a theoretical contribution on blame). The strategy to deny an outcome's foreseeability has been labeled defensive processing and is supposedly self-protective in high-control situations (i.e., when personal decisions play a role). Defensive processing was found in several studies (Blank & Peters, 2010; Louie, 1999 Louie, , 2005 Louie, Curren, & Harich, 2000; Mark et al., 2003; Mark & Mellor, 1991; Pezzo & Beckstead, 2008) . Blank and Peters (2010) found larger foreseeability of negative outcomes to be associated with higher levels of self-blame, supporting the notion of an affect-regulatory function of a denial of foreseeability.
Inevitability and disappointment
Viewing an event as inevitable in retrospect may reduce disappointment: If something negative was bound to happen, there was no way to avoid it. This strategy has been labeled retroactive pessimism (Tykocinski, 2001) , and its regulatory function is presumably conditional on low-control situations (i.e., where situational factors play a role; Tykocinski & Steinberg, 2005) . Retroactive pessimism was reported in several studies (Blank & Peters, 2010; Tykocinski, 2001; Tykocinski et al., 2002; Tykocinski & Steinberg, 2005; Wann, Grieve, Waddill, & Martin, 2008 ). Yet, whereas Blank and Peters (2010) found a negative correlation between hindsight bias and disappointment (interpreted as a role of hindsight bias in reducing disappointment), Wann and colleagues (2008) found a positive correlation (interpreted as a higher need for coping via hindsight bias when disappointment is high). Tykocinski and Steinberg (2005, Exp. 2) found disappointment to be unaffected by hindsight bias but pointed to the possibility that hindsight bias may have already been effective when disappointment was assessed. Thus, the exact nature of the link between hindsight bias and negative affect is still unclear.
The Role of Hindsight Bias in Depression
Depressive disorders are among the most common mental disorders and place an enormous burden on individuals and society (e.g., Üstün, Ayuso-Mateos, Chatterji, Mathers, & Murray, 2014; Wittchen & Jacobi, 2005) . Impairment of the regulation of negative mood and emotion plays a significant role in the onset and maintenance of depression , and cognitive processes figure prominently in this regulation (see Beck & Bredemeier, 2016 , for an integrative model of depression). According to Beck's theory of depression (Beck et al., 1979) , negative schemata result in negative biases in attention, memory, and thinking which in turn contribute to depressive symptoms, specifically negative affect. Generally, schemata are organized knowledge or belief structures about aspects of the world. Beck's theory builds on decades of research by cognitive psychologists who demonstrated the biasing influences of schemata on memory, judgment, and other cognitive functions (e.g., Alba & Hasher, 1983; Bartlett, 1932; Bayen, Nakamura, Dupuis, & Yang, 2000; Brewer, 2000; Cantor & Mischel, 1977; Kuhlmann, Vaterrodt, & Bayen, 2012) .
With the present research, we seek to investigate if hindsight bias operates differently in individuals with depressive symptoms and if it is related to affective responding. To experience disappointment and regret from time to time is adaptive, because these emotions provide valuable feedback that leads us to adjust our expectations or make better decisions in the future (Zeelenberg, van Dijk, & Manstead, 1998 ). Yet, individuals with depression struggle with the regulation of negative affect when it exceeds its informative function. Foreseeability decreases or inevitability increases for negative events are forms of reappraisal, and thus have the potential to regulate negative affect (i.e., they can be adaptive manifestations of hindsight bias). However, reappraisal may be difficult for individuals who suffer from depressive symptoms, for example, during a depressive episode or a trauma-related disorder. Trauma survivors often believe that unexpected traumatic events were foreseeable-a mistaken belief that can contribute to intense feelings of regret and guilt (Kubany & Manke, 1995) , particularly when personal responsibility is assumed for the event. Clinical practitioners hence frequently notice maladaptive manifestations of hindsight bias in clinical contexts ("the phenomenon is commonplace," Kubany & Manke, 1995, p. 30; Leahy, 2004) , but note that hindsight bias "has been studied primarily in social psychology research . . . and the term is not used widely in the clinical literature" (Kubany & Manke, 1995, p. 29) .
Hence, there is little empirical research on the role of hindsight bias in depression. Haslam and Jayasinghe (1995) found memory hindsight bias for predicted exam grades more frequently in students with elevated (but subclinical) depression scores, and this effect was present for both optimistic and pessimistic grade predictions. Groß and Bayen (2016) found higher memory hindsight bias for numerical judgments in participants with elevated depression scores. Other evidence for increased hindsight bias in depression is mostly anecdotal (e.g., Williams, 1992) . It is plausible that hindsight bias fuels negative affect in a similar fashion as the cognitive errors specified in the cognitive model of depression (Beck et al., 1979 ). Yet, to our knowledge, the two cited empirical studies are the only ones to investigate if hindsight bias occurs more frequently or more intensely with higher levels of depression. Furthermore, it is unknown whether a potential depressive hindsight perspective manifests itself in foreseeability, inevitability, memory bias, or all of these.
The goal of Experiment 1 was to fill this gap by investigating two main questions. First, are judgments of foreseeability and inevitability of past positive and negative event outcomes related to level of depression? Second, are these hindsight judgments related to positive or negative affect following the outcomes? The goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate and extend the findings of Experiment 1 by investigating three additional questions. First, are pre-topost outcome shifts in judgments of foreseeability and inevitability (i.e., hindsight bias) related to level of depression? Second, is memory hindsight bias related to level of depression? Third, is hindsight bias related to other forms of depressive cognition (e.g., negative schemata, dysfunctional attitudes, and cognitive errors; Beck et al., 1979) ?
In addition, we expected to replicate established findings regarding the relationship between depression and two characteristic cognitive patterns: first, taking responsibility for negative, but not positive outcomes (a typical attributional style in depression; Sweeney, Anderson, & Bailey, 1986) ; and second, a tendency to expect negative outcomes (Beck et al., 1979) .
In both experiments, we adopted a dimensional view of depression on conceptual and measurement grounds. Conceptually, there is growing evidence for a latent dimensional (rather than taxonic) structure of depression, as found via taxometric analyses of depressive symptoms in both clinical and general population-based samples (e.g., Hankin, Fraley, Lahey, & Waldman, 2005; Ruscio & Ruscio, 2000) . In addition, measuring depression on a continuum provides greater statistical power for data analyses (e.g., MacCallum, Zhang, Preacher, & Rucker, 2002) . For these reasons, we used nonclinical samples that were recruited to cover a wide distribution of symptom severity from none to high.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants with varying levels of depressive symptoms listened to everyday-life scenarios that either had a positive or a negative outcome. They imagined themselves in these situations and subsequently judged the outcomes' foreseeability and inevitability, their own responsibility for the outcomes, and their affective reactions to the outcomes (regret, disappointment, joy, and pride).
Prior research suggests that healthy and depressed individuals differ primarily in their processing of negative information . Therefore, with positive outcomes, we expected no relationship between depressive symptoms and impressions of inevitability and foreseeability.
We expected participants with higher levels of depression to evaluate negative outcomes as more foreseeable. If denial of foreseeability (i.e., defensive processing) is an effective self-regulation strategy, then it should less likely occur with higher levels of depression.
Predictions regarding inevitability impressions seemed less clear-cut, and we considered two possibilities. On the one hand, higher levels of depression may be associated with lower perceived inevitability (i.e., less retroactive pessimism). If retroactive pessimism is an adaptive way of affect regulation, individuals with depressive symptoms may not be able to use it as adaptively as individuals without depressive symptoms. On the other hand, higher levels of depression may be associated with higher perceived inevitability because of depressed individuals' tendency to perceive themselves as helpless and as victims of fate (Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978; Alloy & Abramson, 1982; Andersen, 1990) .
We had several hypotheses regarding affect. As negative affect is a core symptom of depression, we expected negative affect to be stronger with higher levels of depression. In addition, we expected negative affect after negative outcomes to be stronger with higher perceived responsibility. This should hold specifically for the emotion of regret, due to its strong relationship to self-agency and thus responsibility (e.g., Zeelenberg et al., 1998) . Regarding affective consequences of hindsight judgments, regret should be stronger with higher ratings of foreseeability, if decreasing an outcome's foreseeability in retrospect is associated with a reduction of regret (defensive processing).
If increasing an outcome's inevitability in retrospect is associated with a reduction of disappointment (retroactive pessimism), disappointment should be lower with higher ratings of inevitability.
Method
Participants. We preselected participants with regard to depressive symptoms. To this end, we screened 245 students at Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf using the German version of the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), a self-report measure of depressive symptoms in normal populations (Hautzinger, Keller, & Kühner, 2006) . We invited respondents for participation based on their agreement to be contacted, and based on their BDI-II score. A BDI-II score greater than 13 corresponds to at least mild depressive symptoms according to Beck, Steer, and Brown (1996) . We recruited a similar number of participants from both above and below this cutoff, approximately matched according to age and gender. This recruitment procedure allowed us to obtain a sample with sufficient variation on the depression continuum. Participant characteristics are shown in Table 1 . All 60 participants of the laboratory experiment either were native speakers of German or had been living in Germany since the age of 6 or earlier. They received either course credit or €8.
Design. Outcome valence (positive vs. negative) of the scenarios was a categorical variable and manipulated within participants. Depressive symptoms (i.e., BDI-II score), hindsight cognitions (inevitability, foreseeability), responsibility, and affective reactions were continuous measured variables.
Materials and measures.
All materials and measures were in German. We created 16 scenario descriptions ranging in length from 47 to 147 words. Each scenario Beck et al. (1996) , a score of 14-19 indicates mild, 20-28 moderate, and >28 severe depressive symptoms.
described a situation in a domain of everyday life (work, performance, family, leisure, social, romantic) applicable to different age groups and educational backgrounds. For each scenario, we created a version with a positive outcome and a version with a negative outcome. The following is an example of a scenario description, followed by its positive outcome and its negative outcome:
Imagine that after the past stressful weeks you have now finally arrived at your vacation destination in Southern France. Via the internet, you have booked a room in a small hotel at the seaside.
Arriving at the hotel, you realize that the room looks even better than what you saw on the internet. You have a balcony with ocean view, and the staff has equipped your room with a basket full of fresh fruit. (positive outcome)
Arriving at the hotel, you realize that the room does not look at all like what you saw on the internet. It is small, shabby, and lacks the ocean view that you had expected. (negative outcome)
According to a pilot study with 19 raters, none of these outcomes was perceived as either absolutely uncontrollable or absolutely controllable. That is, each scenario received a mean rating greater than 2 or less than 6 on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all controllable) to 7 (absolutely controllable). We assigned the 16 scenarios to two sets of eight scenarios each (Sets 1 and 2), with a comparable mixture of topics. We then created two versions of the materials: In Version 1, Set 1 had positive and Set 2 had negative outcomes; in Version 2, Set 1 had negative and Set 2 had positive outcomes. Thirty participants received Version 1 and 30 received Version 2, with similar BDI-II score distributions for Version 1 (M = 11.1, SD = 9.4) and Version 2 (M = 12.2, SD = 8.4).
We measured foreseeability and inevitability with a set of established items (Blank et al., 2008; Blank & Peters, 2010) , minimally adapted to the purposes of the present research. Three items measured foreseeability ("I knew all along how the situation would turn out," "It was difficult to predict how the situation would turn out" [reverse coded], "I had a clear vision of how the situation would turn out"). Two items measured inevitability ("Under the given circumstances the outcome of the situation was essentially determined," "Because of the many factors that could influence the outcome of the situation, the outcome was still open" [reverse coded]). Furthermore, we created one imaginability item ("I can clearly imagine myself in the situation"), one responsibility item ("If I was in the described situation, I'd feel responsible for the described outcome"), as well as four affect items measuring two positive and two negative affective reactions (joy, pride, regret, disappointment). Each affect item started with "If I was in the described situation, I'd feel. . . ." Participants marked their degree of approval for each item by adjusting an arrow on a continuous scale ranging from I fully disagree to I fully agree. We translated all of these ratings into scores between 0 and 100.
Procedure. Participants were tested individually or in groups of up to five. They were seated in individual computer booths, gave informed consent, and completed the BDI-II (we used the resulting BDI-II score for all analyses). They then listened to the 16 scenarios via headphones, in an order randomized by participant. Following each outcome, participants rated the imaginability of the scenario, hindsight cognitions, responsibility, and affect (in this order). Finally, participants filled out a demographics and health questionnaire and were debriefed and compensated.
Data analyses and results
General approach to data analysis: Multilevel modeling. Multilevel modeling (MLM) is the method of choice for our data analyses for two reasons. First, this approach allowed us to analyze interactions between hierarchically crossed levels of data (e.g., between hindsight cognitions measured at the scenario level and BDI-II scores measured at the participant level) without losing information and power due to data aggregation. Second, we were interested in the interaction between a categorical design factor (outcome valence) and a continuous person-level variable (BDI-II score). This precludes analyses within a traditional ANCOVA approach, which requires homogeneous regression slopes (for an introduction to MLM of experimental data, see, e.g., Hoffman & Rovine, 2007) .
MLM allowed us to estimate overall effects of our predictor variables (i.e., fixed effects) while accounting for several sources of variation that are not of theoretical interest, because they reflect idiosyncrasies of participants or scenarios (i.e., random effects). Specifically, we accounted for variability between individual participants and scenarios (random intercepts), and for variability in predictor effects between participants and between scenarios (random slopes). Fixed-effect predictors at the scenario level (e.g., responsibility as a predictor of affect) were centered at the scenario level, that is, the scenario mean was subtracted from each individual predictor score. This group mean centering is recommended if interactions between the data levels are of interest, and to avoid problems due to multicollinearity (Enders & Tofighi, 2007) . We did not center BDI-II score as a fixed-effect predictor on the person (highest) level.
We present the regression weight estimates b for the respective fixed effects, along with their respective p values.
2 Alpha was set to .05 for all statistical tests reported in this article.
Preliminary analyses
Imaginability of scenarios. We considered it important that participants be able to imagine themselves in the scenarios. This was the case; mean imaginability of the scenarios was satisfactory (M = 80.87, SD = 13.41 on the 0 to 100 scale). In addition, imaginability of the scenarios was affected neither by BDI-II score (b = −0.19, p = .378), nor by scenario outcome valence (b = 1.23, p = .583), nor by the interaction of the two predictors
Responsibility as a function of BDI-II score and outcome valence. We analyzed responsibility as a function of BDI-II score and outcome valence to replicate the well-known responsibility attribution pattern (Sweeney et al., 1986 ). We found a main effect of BDI-II score (b = 0.83, p < .001), indicating higher responsibility ratings with higher BDI-II scores. We also found a main effect of outcome valence (b = 14.44, p = .003), with higher responsibility ratings for positive compared to negative outcomes. Importantly, there was an interaction of the two predictors (b = −1.27, p < .001). Decomposition of the interaction revealed that for negative outcomes, responsibility ratings were higher with higher BDI-II scores (b = 0.83, p < .001), but for positive outcomes, responsibility ratings were lower with higher BDI-II scores (b = −0.45, p = .046). Thus, as level of depression increased, higher responsibility was taken for negative outcomes, but less responsibility was taken for positive outcomes, confirming the established attributional pattern (Sweeney et al., 1986) .
Main analyses: Overview. To answer our two main research questions, we first analyzed hindsight cognitions (foreseeability, inevitability) as a function of BDI-II score and outcome valence (positive vs. negative). We then analyzed affect ratings (regret and disappointment after negative outcomes; pride and joy after positive outcomes) as a function of hindsight cognitions, responsibility, and BDI-II score. Descriptive statistics are displayed in Table 2 , separately for positive and negative scenario outcomes, and-for illustration purposes-separately for participants with no or minimal (≤13) and elevated (>13) BDI-II scores.
Hindsight cognitions as a function of BDI-II score and outcome valence. We averaged the three foreseeability items and the two inevitability items into composite scores for each participant and each scenario (mean Cronbach's α = .85 and .82, respectively). Results are shown in the upper panels of Figure 1 (with foreseeability and inevitability averaged across scenarios per participant for ease of presentation). We found a main effect of BDI-II score (b = 0.74, p = .001), indicating higher foreseeability ratings with higher BDI-II scores. Importantly, there was an interaction of BDI-II score and outcome valence (b = −0.68, p = .005). Decomposition of the interaction revealed that foreseeability ratings were higher with higher BDI-II scores for negative outcomes only (b = 0.74, p = .001), not for positive outcomes (b = 0.06, p = .755).
The same pattern emerged for inevitability ratings: We found a main effect of BDI-II score (b = 0.79, p < .001), and an interaction of BDI-II score and valence (b = −0.72, p = .004). Inevitability ratings were higher with higher BDI-II scores for negative (b = 0.79, p < .001), but not for positive outcomes (b = 0.07, p = .706).
Affect as a function of hindsight cognitions, responsibility, and BDI. The previous analyses showed that for negative outcomes, elevated levels of depressive symptoms went along with elevated hindsight judgments. The next set of analyses explored how these hindsight judgments related to affective reactions. In addition to hindsight judgments (foreseeability, inevitability), we included responsibility and BDI-II score as predictors of negative and positive affect.
Negative affect (after negative outcomes). As foreseeability decreases have been associated with decreases in regret, we analyzed regret in response to the negative scenario outcomes as a function of foreseeability, responsibility, and BDI-II score. We found no main effects, but an interaction of foreseeability, responsibility, and BDI-II score (b = 0.0004, p = .015). To decompose this interaction, we performed separate analyses for participants with elevated (i.e., mild to severe) depressive symptoms (BDI-II > 13) versus those with no or low symptoms (BDI-II ≤ 13). For the latter, we found no significant effects. For those with elevated symptoms, we found a main effect of responsibility (b = 0.226, p = .019) and an interaction of responsibility and foreseeability (b = 0.005, p = .017). Thus, participants with elevated symptoms imagined greater regret after negative outcomes when they assumed greater responsibility for these outcomes in combination with higher foreseeability of these outcomes.
As inevitability increases have been associated with decreases in disappointment, we analyzed disappointment in response to the negative scenario outcomes as a function of inevitability, responsibility, and BDI-II. We found no main effects or interactions.
Positive affect (after positive outcomes). We had no clear predictions regarding effects of hindsight cognitions on positive affect. Nonetheless, we analyzed affective reactions in parallel to the above analyses: We treated pride as the positive counterpart of regret, as both of these emotions are related to thoughts about personal choice and behavior, and we treated joy as the positive counterpart of disappointment, as both of these emotions are related to thoughts about situational factors (Zeelenberg, van Dijk, Manstead, & van der Pligt, 2000) .
An analysis of pride after positive scenario outcomes as a function of foreseeability, responsibility, and BDI-II yielded a main effect of BDI-II score only (b = −0.36, p = .033), with participants with lower BDI-II scores experiencing more pride. A corresponding analysis of joy after positive outcomes as a function of inevitability, responsibility, and BDI-II score again showed the same main effect of BDI-II score only (b = −0.66, p < .001), with participants with lower BDI-II scores experiencing more joy.
Discussion
Two questions were of main interest in Experiment 1. First, do hindsight cognitions following positive and negative outcomes differ as a function of level of depression? The answer is a clear yes. The depressive hindsight perspective is characterized by viewing negative outcomesbut not positive outcomes-as both more foreseeable and more inevitable. Higher foreseeability of negative outcomes in hindsight (i.e., less defensive processing) may reflect the reconstruction of a past pessimistic view of the future (i.e., a negative outcome expectation). Higher inevitability of negative outcomes in hindsight (i.e., retroactive pessimism) may reflect a typical external control fallacy (helplessness) in depression. In this sense, depressive symptoms are not only associated with a negative view of the world, the self, and the future (cognitive triad; Beck et al., 1979) , but also with a negative view of the past.
Second, are affective reactions to outcomes associated with these hindsight cognitions (i.e., an association of regret with defensive processing, or disappointment with retroactive pessimism)? We found no (clear) indication of this association. However, in accordance with the nature of regret, we found higher ratings of responsibility to be associated with greater regret; and this was specifically the case for individuals with elevated symptoms who rated the negative outcomes as more foreseeable. Also in accordance with prior results (Sweeney et al., 1986) , higher levels of depression were associated with a higher sense of responsibility for negative outcomes and a lower sense of responsibility for positive outcomes.
Hindsight, responsibility, and affect thus presumably influence each other in a complex interplay. We examined these influences further in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was aimed at replicating the finding of elevated hindsight judgments in participants with elevated depressive symptoms. In addition, we sought to determine whether these elevated judgments of foreseeability and inevitability truly reflect hindsight bias, that is, a bias in judgment or recall of a prior judgment that occurs due to outcome knowledge. Although this is certainly a possibility, higher foreseeability and inevitability of negative outcomes may, alternatively, simply reflect the (unbiased) reconstruction of the foreseeability and inevitability impressions that participants already had before the receipt of outcome knowledge. To be able to decide between these possibilities, we extended the design of Experiment 1 such that participants were asked to rate the foreseeability and inevitability of each scenario both before and after receiving outcome knowledge. This allowed us to compute hindsight bias scores, that is, difference scores of participants' hindsight (with outcome knowledge) and foresight (without outcome knowledge).
In addition, we were interested in whether individuals with elevated levels of depression were also more prone to memory hindsight bias (see Groß & Bayen, 2016) . Therefore, we asked participants to initially rate their expectation regarding the outcome of each scenario. We expected to find negative outcome expectations that are typical in depression (e.g., Beck et al., 1979) . After providing outcome feedback, we then asked participants to recall their prior expectation. This allowed us to compute a difference score to measure memory hindsight bias. Moreover, to be able to relate foreseeability, inevitability, and memory hindsight bias to known cognitive dysfunction in depression, we included three established measures of depressive cognition: the Cognitive Triad Inventory (CTI; Beckham, Leber, Watkins, Boyer, & Cook, 1986) , the Dysfunctional Attitudes Scale (DAS; Power et al., 1994) , and the Cognitive Errors Questionnaire (CEQ; Lefebvre, 1981) . In addition, we included three items to measure participants' current mood state.
Method
Participants. We screened a new sample of 346 students at the same university with the BDI-II. Entrance criteria and compensation were the same as for Experiment 1. We excluded the data of one participant who was known for cheating in experiments. Table 1 shows the participant characteristics of the 75 remaining participants.
Materials and measures.
We used the same 16 scenarios as in Experiment 1. Thirty-six participants received Version 1, and 39 participants received Version 2, again with similar BDI-II score distributions for Version 1 (M = 13.8, SD = 11.2) and Version 2 (M = 11.3, SD = 9.3).
Ratings were again assessed with the same 0 to 100 scale. To measure participants' mood, we added the following questions: "At the moment, my mood is [very bad-very good]," "At the moment, my mood is [depressedcheerful] ," and "At the moment, I feel [sad-happy]." We added one item to our existing measure of inevitability impressions ("The outcome of the situation is inevitable"), making it a three-item measure just like the foreseeability measure. Each foreseeability and inevitability item was worded in the present tense (pre-outcome) and past tense (post-outcome, e.g., "The outcome of the situation was inevitable"). To measure outcome expectation (i.e., pre-outcome), participants rated "The situation will turn out . . ." from 0 (labeled negative) to 100 (labeled positive). To measure recall of the prior expectation rating (post-outcome), participants rated "I assumed that the situation would turn out . . ." on the same scale. We used the same responsibility and affect items as in Experiment 1.
We included the German versions of the three measures of depressive cognition: the CTI (Pössel, 2009 ), a short version of the DAS (DAS-18A; Rojas, Geissner, & Hautzinger, 2015) , and the CEQ (Pössel, 2008) . The CTI measures negative schemata of the world, the self, and the future (e.g., "The world is a very hostile place"). The DAS measures negative conditional beliefs that are embedded in these schemata. In individuals with depressive symptoms, these beliefs and attitudes about achievement and failure, dependency and approval, as well as self-control, tend to be rigid and extreme (e.g., "If I fail at my work, I am a failure as a person"). Finally, the CEQ measures negative biases in logic and thinking, such as selective attention to negative information or taking personal responsibility for negative outcomes. These errors result from biased information processing which in turn is triggered by the activation of negative schemata. The questionnaire comprises short vignettes along with a conclusive statement that represents a cognitive error (e.g., personalization: "You just finished spending three hours cleaning the basement. Your spouse, however, doesn't say anything about it. You think to yourself, 'S(he) must think I did a poor job'").
Design. Outcome valence (positive vs. negative) and time of measurement (pre-outcome vs. post-outcome) were categorical within-subject variables. BDI-II score, mood, hindsight cognitions (inevitability, foreseeability), responsibility, affective reactions, expectation ratings, and cognitive dysfunction were continuous measured variables.
Procedure. First, participants rated their current mood. Thereafter, the procedure was identical to Experiment 1, except that participants first listened to all of the 16 scenarios without outcome information, and later-in the same randomized order-listened to them again along with the outcome. For each scenario, participants were asked to provide pre-outcome ratings (imaginability, foreseeability, inevitability, outcome expectation) and post-outcome ratings (foreseeability, inevitability, recalled outcome expectation, responsibility, and affective reactions). After completion of the computer task, participants filled out the DAS-18A, CTI, and CEQ. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for foreseeability, inevitability (pre-outcome and post-outcome), responsibility, affect, expectations (pre-outcome), and recalled expectations (post-outcome).
Results

Preliminary analyses
Imaginability of scenarios. Mean imaginability of the scenarios was 73.43 (SD = 15.13), which was descriptively lower than in Experiment 1. We nevertheless consider it satisfactory because ratings were assessed before disclosure of the scenario outcome (i.e., for shorter and less detailed scenario descriptions). In addition, imaginability of the scenarios was affected by BDI-II score (b = −0.38, p = .024); that is, contrary to Experiment 1, participants with higher levels of depression were less able to imagine themselves in the scenarios.
3
Depression and outcome expectations. Participants with higher BDI-II scores expected more negative outcomes (b = −0.90, p < .001). This result reflects the negative view of the future that is typical of depression.
Hindsight cognitions as a function of BDI-II score and valence.
To replicate the analyses of Experiment 1, we analyzed hindsight cognitions (foreseeability, inevitability) as a function of BDI-II score and outcome valence. To this end, we averaged the three post-outcome foreseeability items and the three post-outcome inevitability items to composite scores for each participant and each scenario (mean Cronbach's α = .83 and .75, respectively).
For foreseeability, there were main effects of BDI-II score (b = 0.54, p = .001) and valence (b = 15.57, p < .001) that, like in Experiment 1, were qualified by an interaction (b = −0.87, p <.001): Ratings were higher with higher BDI-II scores for negative outcomes only (b = 0.54, p = .001), not for positive outcomes (b = −0.34, p = .085).
For inevitability, there were main effects of BDI-II score (b = 0.89, p < .001) and valence (b = 7.75, p = .020). Again, these effects were qualified by an interaction (b = −0.49, p = .002). Different from Experiment 1, however, the positive linear relationship emerged for both types of outcomes, but the relationship for positive outcomes was weaker (negative: b = 0.90, p < .001; positive: b = 0.39, p = .022).
Thus, we found essentially the same depressive hindsight effect as in Experiment 1: Participants with elevated depressive symptoms showed elevated foreseeability and inevitability impressions after negative outcomes. The aim of the following analyses was to determine whether this result reflects already heightened levels in foresight, or whether it reflects genuine increases in these cognitions, that is, foreseeability and inevitability hindsight bias.
Hindsight bias as a function of BDI-II and valence.
We averaged the three pre-outcome foreseeability items and the three pre-outcome inevitability items to composite scores for each participant and each scenario (mean Cronbach's α = .93 and .77, respectively). To investigate bias due to outcome knowledge, we subtracted pre-outcome from post-outcome foreseeability and inevitability ratings, respectively. Positive values indicate increased hindsight impressions due to outcome knowledge (i.e., hindsight bias). Results are shown in the lower panels of Figure 1 .
For foreseeability hindsight bias, analyses revealed main effects of BDI-II score (b = 0.65, p < .001) and outcome valence (b = 13.635, p = .001). Importantly, there was an interaction (b = −0.68, p < .001): Foreseeability hindsight bias was stronger with higher BDI-II scores after negative outcomes (b = 0.65, p < .001) but not after positive outcomes (b = −0.03, p = .825). A similar pattern emerged for inevitability hindsight bias. The main effect of BDI-II score (b = 0.56, p <.001) was qualified by an interaction of BDI-II score and outcome valence (b = −0.33, p = .036): Inevitability hindsight bias was stronger for higher BDI-II scores after negative outcomes (b = 0.56, p <.001), but not after positive outcomes (b = 0.23, p = .064).
It is also worth noting that both analyses yielded negative intercept estimates (foreseeability hindsight bias: b = −17.21, p < .001; inevitability hindsight bias: b = −13.52, p < .001). These indicate that for individuals with a BDI-II score of zero, negative outcomes appeared less foreseeable and less inevitable in hindsight than in foresight (i.e., a reverse bias).
Memory hindsight bias.
The previous analyses replicated increased impressions of foreseeability and inevitability of negative outcomes in individuals with elevated levels of depression, and additional analyses showed that this "depressive hindsight bias" truly results from receipt of outcome knowledge. Next, we investigated if higher levels of depression were also associated with more pronounced memory hindsight bias.
As a measure of memory hindsight bias, we subtracted participants' initial outcome expectation for each scenario from the corresponding recalled outcome expectation rating after outcome feedback, and scored these differences such that positive values reflected a distortion of the recalled expectation toward the scenario outcome. That is, independent of the valence of the scenario outcome (positive or negative), higher scores indicate memory bias in the direction of the presented outcome.
Analyses revealed a main effect of BDI-II score (b = 0.19, p = .028), qualified by an interaction of BDI-II score and valence (b = −0.34, p = .006), which was owed to a positive relation of memory bias with BDI-II score for negative outcomes only (b = 0.19, p = .028; positive outcomes: b = −0.14, p = .076).
Hindsight bias: Effects of depression or current mood?. The additional mood measure allowed us to investigate if effects of BDI-II score on hindsight cognitions and hindsight bias are attributable to negative mood, a core symptom of depression. For these analyses, we scored the three mood ratings such that higher scores represented more negative mood and averaged them into a composite mood score (Cronbach's α = .95). Mood expectedly correlated with BDI-II score (r = .73, p < .001).
We first examined if mood had the same effects as BDI-II score on hindsight cognitions and hindsight bias. To this end, we replaced the BDI-II score with the mood score as predictor in the analyses reported earlier. Replicating interactions of BDI-II score and outcome valence, we found interactions of mood and outcome valence with regard to foreseeability ratings (b = −0.31, p = .002), inevitability ratings (b = −0.19, p = .009), and foreseeability hindsight bias (b = −0.29, p < .001). Contrary to BDI-II, however, mood did not show interactions with outcome valence for inevitability hindsight bias (b = −0.11, p = .153) nor with memory hindsight bias (b = −0.07, p = .267).
We then decomposed the significant interactions. In these analyses, we examined whether negative mood alone could explain effects of BDI-II score on hindsight bias. That is, separately for positive and negative outcomes, we compared a model that included mood as the only predictor to a model that included both mood and BDI-II score as predictors. With mood as the only predictor, the pattern of results for the three decomposed interactions were identical to those in the analyses reported earlier which included BDI-II as the only predictor. When including BDI-II as an additional predictor, the same effects emerged for BDI-II score, but, importantly, mood was no longer significant (all ps > .060). Chi-square likelihood ratio tests showed that including BDI-II in addition to mood improved model fit for negative outcomes (foreseeability ratings: ∆χ 2 = 5.35, inevitability ratings: ∆χ 2 = 11.33, foreseeability hindsight bias: ∆χ 2 = 4.07, all ps < .044), but not for positive outcomes (foreseeability ratings: ∆χ 2 = 0.95, inevitability ratings: ∆χ 2 = 1.33, foreseeability hindsight bias: ∆χ 2 = 0.05, all ps > .249). Hence, although negative mood and BDI-II score shared a considerable amount of variance, negative mood alone could not explain the effects of BDI-II score on hindsight bias.
Affect as a function of hindsight bias, responsibility, and BDI-II score.
As in Experiment 1, to explore affective consequences of hindsight (bias), we analyzed affect ratings (positive affect after positive outcomes and negative affect after negative outcomes), however, this time as a function of foreseeability hindsight bias, inevitability hindsight bias, and memory hindsight bias (each as predictors in addition to responsibility and BDI-II score).
Negative affect. We analyzed regret as a function of foreseeability hindsight bias, responsibility, and BDI-II score. We found a main effect of responsibility only (b = 0.13, p = .015), indicating greater regret with higher perceived outcome responsibility. A second analysis, focusing on disappointment as a function of inevitability hindsight bias, responsibility, and BDI-II score, yielded a main effect of responsibility (b = 0.14, p = .005), indicating greater disappointment with higher perceived outcome responsibility, as well as a main effect of BDI-II score (b = 0.49, p = .003), reflecting greater disappointment with higher levels of depression. Thus, shifts in hindsight cognitions were not associated with negative affect.
Third, we analyzed negative affect (regret and disappointment) as a function of memory hindsight bias, responsibility, and BDI-II score. With respect to regret, only a main effect of responsibility emerged (b = 0.12, p = .025). A corresponding analysis of disappointment yielded main effects of responsibility (b = 0.13, p = .012) and BDI-II score (b = 0.38, p = .018). Interestingly, we also found an interaction of memory hindsight bias and BDI-II score (b = 0.01, p = .035). Decomposition of the interaction revealed that for those with no or low depressive symptoms (BDI-II ≤ 13), there was a main effect of responsibility only (b = 0.15, p = .026). For those with elevated depressive symptoms (BDI-II > 13), by contrast, we found-apart from the same main effect of responsibility (b = 0.16, p = .023)-a main effect of memory hindsight bias (b = 0.31, p = .003), indicating that stronger memory hindsight bias for negative outcomes was associated with greater disappointment.
Positive affect. We analyzed pride in response to positive scenario outcomes as a function of foreseeability hindsight bias, responsibility, and BDI-II score. Pride depended on responsibility (b = 0.26, p = .007) and BDI-II score (b = −0.39, p = .008); that is, pride was greater with higher perceived outcome responsibility and lower with higher levels of depression. A corresponding analysis of joy as a function of inevitability hindsight bias, responsibility, and BDI-II score yielded a main effect of BDI-II score only (b = −0.53, p < .001); that is, there was less joy with higher levels of depression. Thus, just like in Experiment 1, hindsight cognitions (or shift in cognitions) were not associated with positive affect.
We next analyzed positive affect (pride and joy) as a function of memory hindsight bias, responsibility, and BDI-II score. The pride analysis yielded main effects of responsibility (b = 0.23, p = .004) and BDI-II score (b = −0.40, p = .005). That is, as in Experiment 1, pride was greater with higher perceived outcome responsibility and lower with higher levels of depression. Finally, a corresponding analysis of joy showed a main effect of BDI-II score only (b = −0.55, p < .001); specifically, joy was greater with lower levels of depression.
In sum, level of depression and perceived responsibility were strongly associated with affective reactions following both positive and negative outcomes. In addition, for negative outcomes only, memory hindsight bias was associated with disappointment in those with depressive symptoms.
Relationship of hindsight bias with measures of depressive cognition.
The previous analyses showed that the three types of hindsight bias for negative outcomes-foreseeability, inevitability, and memory hindsight bias-were all increased in participants with elevated levels of depressive symptoms. To relate hindsight bias with measures of depressive cognition, we averaged each of the hindsight bias scores (foreseeability, inevitability, and memory hindsight bias) across the negative outcomes and across the positive outcomes. For the CEQ, CTI, and DAS measures, we calculated sum scores for each participant with complete data (n = 71, 67, and 72, respectively). Correlations are displayed in Table 3 .
All three types of hindsight bias after negative outcomes significantly correlated with all three measures of depressive cognition. For hindsight bias after positive outcomes, the pattern was mixed: Inevitability hindsight bias was positively correlated with the DAS and CEQ, whereas memory hindsight bias was negatively correlated with these two measures, and foreseeability hindsight bias was unrelated to measures of depressive cognition. Furthermore, foreseeability hindsight bias for positive and negative outcomes was positively related ( p = .001); the same held true for inevitability hindsight bias ( p < .001). For memory hindsight bias, there was no such relationship ( p = .497).
Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated the finding of Experiment 1 that with higher levels of depression negative outcomes-but not positive outcomes-appear more foreseeable and more inevitable in hindsight. We extended this finding by showing that these higher post-outcome impressions (e.g., "I knew all along how the situation would turn out") represent true shifts in hindsight impressions compared to the pre-outcome impressions (e.g., "I know how the situation will turn out"). Individuals with elevated levels of depressive symptoms are thus more prone to hindsight bias for negative outcomes ("depressive hindsight bias").
By contrast, participants without depressive symptoms showed reverse pre-to-post-outcome shifts for negative outcomes; that is, negative outcomes appeared less foreseeable and inevitable in hindsight compared to foresight. Highly surprising outcomes can diminish or reverse hindsight bias (e.g., Calvillo & Gomes, 2011) , and the result thus presumably reflects healthy cognition in healthy individuals: Negative outcomes violate their generally positive expectations.
Experiment 2 also showed that, as level of depression increased, expectations about the scenario outcomes became more negative. This result is not surprising as it reflects the negative view of the future that is typical of depression (cognitive triad; Beck et al., 1979) . However, in combination with the result of larger pre-to-post outcome shifts in hindsight impressions, this result is more interesting: When the scenarios indeed turned out negatively (i.e., when negative expectations were met), these outcomes appeared even more foreseeable and more inevitable than they had appeared in foresight. Thus, individuals with depressive symptoms have a negatively biased foresight perspective, and-in addition-an even more negatively biased hindsight perspective.
A novel focus in Experiment 2 was on memory hindsight bias. We measured how much recalled outcomevalence expectations shifted toward the actual outcome, compared to initial expectations. We found this bias to be larger with higher levels of depression, yet again only for negative and not for positive scenario outcomes. The task of recalling a prior estimate without bias requires the inhibition of outcome information, which is factually task-irrelevant. Our result is thus compatible with findings showing that individuals with depressive symptoms have difficulties in suppressing irrelevant information in working memory (Cottencin et al., 2008; Hertel & Gerstle, 2003) , and that these difficulties are specifically pronounced for negative content (e.g., . Furthermore, if memory hindsight bias is a byproduct of knowledge updating, our results would suggest that knowledge is updated more easily with negative information (i.e., information that is consistent with existing negative schemata).
The result of larger memory hindsight bias for negative outcomes with higher levels of depression is also consistent with the increased inevitability and foreseeability hindsight biases for these outcomes because the bias in recalled expectations may go along with higher subjective probability and foreseeability of the outcome in hindsight. These ideas are supported by our correlational analyses. In addition, we showed that our core finding of increased hindsight bias for negative outcomes was in part, but not fully, attributable to negative mood. Specifically, mood was not related to inevitability hindsight bias and memory hindsight bias. The exact mechanisms that underlie increased hindsight bias in depression should thus be subject to further research.
In terms of affective implications of hindsight bias, foreseeability and inevitability bias were not associated with ratings of negative or positive affect. We did, however, find memory hindsight bias to be related to disappointment: For individuals with depressive symptoms, memory hindsight bias for negative outcomes (i.e., recalling an even more negative expectation in hindsight than expressed in foresight) was associated with greater disappointment (whereas there was no such effect on regret). This is remarkable because lowering expectations-prior to outcomes, or retrospectively-is considered an adaptive regulation strategy in terms of protection from disappointment (van Dijk, Zeelenberg, & van der Pligt, 2003 ; see also Mellers, 2000 , for the role of emotions in the context of decision making). Yet, we found the opposite effect here in individuals with depressive symptoms, suggesting memory hindsight bias to be dysfunctional in these individuals. It is important to note, however, that with the present research design we cannot be sure about the direction of a possible causal relationship between hindsight bias and affect. Alternatively, negative affect (here: disappointment) may lead to larger memory hindsight bias for negative outcomes (related to findings on mood-congruent recall: Mathews & MacLeod, 2005; Rusting & DeHart, 2000) . We will return to the issue of causality in the General Discussion.
Finally, Experiment 2 probed the relationship of hindsight bias with other measures of depressive cognition, and found all aspects-schemata, attitudes, and cognitive errors-to be significantly correlated with all three types of hindsight bias for negative outcomes, whereas measures of hindsight bias for positive outcomes showed a more complex pattern (a positive relation to inevitability hindsight bias, no relation to foreseeability hindsight bias, and a negative relation to memory hindsight bias). Of particular interest, the fact that only inevitability hindsight bias showed a positive relation to depressive cognition for both negative and positive outcomes suggests a more general (i.e., outcome-unspecific) role of inevitability-related cognitions (helplessness, lack of control) in depression (Alloy & Abramson, 1982; Andersen, 1990) .
In sum, the findings of Experiment 2 extend the findings of Experiment 1 and provide additional evidence that hindsight bias-whether measured as shifts in foreseeability and inevitability impressions or as memory distortions-is a core component of depressive cognition.
General Discussion
Hindsight bias is a robust phenomenon with a long research history. Receipt of outcome information biases the reconstruction of our prior judgments toward the newly gained information-a by-product of updating our knowledge about the world (Hoffrage et al., 2000) . In the case of self-relevant, negative outcomes (e.g., a breakup, a layoff), our hindsight view may affect our emotional well-being. Yet, there was virtually no empirical research on the role of hindsight bias in depression. With the present study, we contribute new findings to this emerging research area at the intersection of cognitive and clinical science.
Participants in both experiments varied in their level of depressive symptoms, from no or minimal to severe symptoms. They listened to everyday scenarios that ended either positively or negatively. They provided a series of ratings before (Experiment 2) and after each scenario outcome (both experiments), including outcome expectations, impressions of foreseeability and inevitability, and affect.
Cognitive patterns, judgment bias, and memory hindsight bias in depression
We identified four depression-specific cognitive patterns, two of which are well-known from the literature: First, with higher levels of depressive symptoms, individuals took more responsibility for negative, but less responsibility for positive outcomes (Sweeney et al., 1986) . Second, with higher levels of depressive symptoms, expectations about event outcomes were more negative; that is, depression was associated with a biased foresight (i.e., future) perspective (Beck et al., 1979) . Third, we found two manifestations of hindsight-retrospective impressions of foreseeability ("I knew all along how it would turn out") and retrospective impressions of inevitability ("It was virtually determined")-to be more pronounced with higher levels of depressive symptoms. This was the case, however, for negative outcomes only. Prior research on healthy individuals, by comparison, found decreased foreseeability (defensive processing) and increased inevitability (retroactive pessimism) after negative, self-relevant outcomes. The present research extends and qualifies these findings by showing that higher levels of depression go along with a detrimental combination of both increased foreseeability and increased inevitability of negative outcomes. Viewing a past, negative event as foreseeable suggests the possibility of personal influence or control-thereby inviting regret or self-blame, but also the possibility of improvement of actions and decisions in the future. Viewing the event outcome as inevitable at the same time, however, precludes personal influence and thus future improvement, and therefore most probably invites feelings of helplessness. Results also showed that this view resulted from the receipt of outcome knowledge, that is, true hindsight bias. Thus, depressive symptoms are associated with negative future expectations, and-in case these are met (i.e., when outcomes are negative)-also with distorted hindsight impressions of foreseeability and inevitability ("depressive hindsight bias").
Finally, a fourth depression-specific distortion emerged in the form of increased memory hindsight bias for earlier judgments of expectations. Participants with higher levels of depression recalled their already negative expectations about future outcomes as even more negative after knowing that the outcome was indeed negative. It is important that this bias was also absent for positive outcomes.
Implications
Negatively biased responsibility attributions and future expectations concur with cognitive theories of depression (Clark, Beck, & Alford, 1999) and theories of helplessness in depression (Abramson et al., 1978; Alloy & Abramson, 1982) . Beyond this, our finding of a "depressive hindsight bias" underscores that negative thoughts of depressed individuals center not only on the world, the self, and the future ("cognitive triad," Beck & Bredemeier, 2016; Beck et al., 1979) but also on the past. This retrospectively amplified negative view of the past-in terms of exaggerated foreseeability and inevitability of negative outcomes, as well as pessimistically distorted memories of initial expectations-does not necessarily follow from negative schemata of the world, the self, or the future. Specifically, it is conceivable that individuals support their negative views of the future, the (current) self, or the state of the world by contrasting them with a (remembered-as-)better past ("Things were better in the old days"; e.g., Mitchell, Thompson, Peterson, & Cronk, 1997) . This is, however, not what we found for individuals with depression; they held consistently negative hindsight views. Therefore, we propose a negative view of the past, including depressive hindsight bias, as a manifestation of depressive cognition in its own right, complementing and extending the other three biases into a "cognitive tetrad."
Although this negative view of the past is conceptually distinct from the other three schemata, all four are expected to be interrelated in depression, insofar as they are all part of the depressive syndrome. This idea is supported by the correlations we found between hindsight bias and other, established measures of depressive cognition (notably the CTI, but also the DAS and the CEQ).
Hindsight bias as a cognitive distortion thus plays a major role in depressive thinking, because it applies to judgments of past events (inevitability), metacognitive judgments (foreseeability), the way these judgments change with outcome knowledge (judgment shifts), and the way judgments are recalled upon receipt of outcome knowledge (memory hindsight bias). Yet, we suggest that depressed individuals' hindsight bias will not only cloud their representation of the past but will also strongly impact their thinking about the future. Specifically, hindsight bias will preserve and amplify depression-related cognitive biases, because each experience of a negative outcome will strengthen the representation of those aspects of the (former) foresight perspective that are in line with the negative outcome, whereas aspects that are in support of alternative positive outcomes will be further weakened. Thus, just as hindsight bias may indicate adaptive learning and knowledge-updating in affect-poor situations, it may contribute considerably to the corroboration of negative thought content, that is, to maladaptive learning and knowledge-updating in affect-rich (i.e., negative and self-relevant) situations in individuals with depression.
If evidence for such a mechanism can be established with clinical samples in future studies, it will be very important to address hindsight bias in psychotherapy. The modification of biased cognitive representations of past events is an important element of cognitive-behavioral interventions for any client suffering from depression or trauma, but is even more important when an individual's future time perspective is limited (e.g., with old age or terminal illness). In such situations, a negatively biased view of one's biography puts particular strain on the person. Life-review approaches (Butler, 1963; Serrano, Latorre, Gatz, & Montanes, 2004) explicitly target this biased view of the past and help the individual attain a differentiated and balanced representation of positive and negative life experiences. Our research suggests that depressive hindsight bias-as a core aspect of depressive cognition-may be a major obstacle to such reappraisals.
A related question is how hindsight bias is linked to affective responding. We did not find support for a role of foreseeability and inevitability impressions in affect regulation. We did, however, find that in those with elevated depressive symptoms, disappointment after negative outcomes was greater if the expectations held earlier were recalled as more negative. Memory hindsight bias may thus also be a promoter of negative affect, specifically in depression. However, this rather counterintuitive effect awaits replication in further studies.
Limitations
There are some caveats, however, when trying to draw clear conclusions from our experiments regarding the effect of hindsight on affective reactions. First, the validity of the affect ratings that followed each scenario may be limited. Our scenarios and the corresponding affect ratings were hypothetical in nature. Future research could therefore examine the relationship between hindsight bias and affective reactions in studies with genuine positive or negative experiences (e.g., by giving participants positive or negative feedback in an experimental task, or by investigating real-life events). Moreover, depression is associated with weak affective responding and anhedonia, with difficulties in recognizing and verbalizing affective states (alexithymia; e.g., Honkalampi, Hintikka, Tanskanen, Lehtonen, & Viinamäki, 2000; Taylor & Bagby, 2004) , and with negatively biased mood predictions (affective forecasting; e.g., Wenze, Gunthert, & German, 2012) . That is, depression may also limit the validity of affect ratings.
Second, the causal direction of the link between hindsight bias and affective responding remains ambiguous with our research design. For example, whereas larger memory hindsight bias after negative outcomes may lead to greater disappointment, disappointment may also increase the probability of a negatively biased recall (Mathews & MacLeod, 2005) . Future research could therefore attempt to manipulate the strength of foreseeability and inevitability impressions by manipulating the feeding factors (e.g., surprise at the outcomes, causal connection of the outcome determinants), and measure affective responses before and after the manipulation and measurement of hindsight cognitions.
Third, the present research cannot tell us how realistic the observed foresight expectations and hindsight views are on an absolute level (Alloy & Abramson, 1988; Strunk, Lopez, & DeRubeis, 2006) . Specifically, it is unclear whether these cognitions are indeed unrealistically biased in a negative direction in depressed individuals, or unrealistically biased in a positive direction in nondepressed individuals (see Moore & Fresco, 2012 , for a meta-analysis on depressive realism).
Finally, the current study is limited with regard to generalizability to populations other than university students. Future studies should therefore investigate whether the results replicate within the general population and with clinical samples.
Outlook
A question to address in future research is whether hindsight bias is a general processing tendency (i.e., a cognitive trait). The current research investigated hindsight bias regarding negative and self-referential content. In a different study (Groß & Bayen, 2016) , we used a different type of materials and content and showed that participants with increased levels of depressive symptoms exhibited a higher probability of biased reconstructions of their prior numerical estimates to (emotionally neutral) general knowledge questions, compared to controls. If hindsight bias is a cognitive trait, there should be a relationship between hindsight bias for different types of material and content. In a related context, Takarangi, Smith, Strange, and Flowe (2016) showed that individuals holding maladaptive metacognitions before trauma exposure had an increased risk of PTSD symptoms after exposure. Similarly, if proneness to hindsight bias (in whatever form) is a stable cognitive trait, it may constitute not only a consequence of depressive symptoms but also a vulnerability factor for depression.
hindsight cognitions, and hindsight bias, with imaginability as a control predictor. The pattern of results remained the same.
